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- **Foundries.io looks to $1bn IPO - eeNews Europe** [2]

  The Cambridge-based company provides an embedded Linux distribution with a security and update framework for devices that connect to the Internet of Things. For example its Foundries Factory software is used in an electric scooter in Germany to run both the IVI in-vehicle infotainment system and the motor controller.

- **Linux Plumbers Conference: Microconferences at Linux Plumbers Conference: Open Printing** [3]

  Linux Plumbers Conference 2022 is pleased to host the Open Printing Microconference

  OpenPrinting has been improving the way we print in Linux. Over the years we have changed many conventional ways of printing and scanning. Over the last few years we have been emphasizing on the fact that driverless print and scan has made life easier however this does not make us stop improving. Every day we are trying to design new ways of printing to make your printing and scanning experience better than that of today.

- **XPath for libvirt external snapshot path | Adam Young?s Web Log** [4]

  The following xmlfilt XPath query will pull out the name of the backing file for a VM named fedora-server-36 and an external snapshot named fedora-36-post-install,
Expanding U.S. healthcare travel benefits for access several healthcare services[5]

Red Hatters should be able to access quality healthcare no matter where they live. We're working with our U.S. benefits provider to reimburse associates and their dependents covered by a Red Hat medical plan for travel to access several healthcare services that may not be available everywhere.

Effective July 1, 2022, our U.S. benefits provider will cover up to $10,000 maximum (lifetime) in travel expenses for an associate and a companion if they must travel greater than 60 miles from their home to access in-network care.
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